The Vivaldi is the latest reference-quality loudspeaker for component audio systems to come from the experienced technical pioneers of Audio Artistry. It sets a new acoustic performance standard for sound reproduction in a wide range of home listening environments.

The Vivaldi uses the well known dipole design concept in a novel way. It is a moderately directional loudspeaker over all of its frequency range. It illuminates the listening room with sound which at any angle is almost perfectly matched to the on-axis output, except lower in level. This not only ensures a smooth spectral balance of the reverberant sound field, it quite literally removes the inherent acoustic contributions of the listening environment.

Painting a perfect soundstage begins with the bold strokes of creative audio engineering mastered by Audio Artistry and their latest creation, the Vivaldi.

The final test of any loudspeaker is the quality of its sound in your listening room. The Vivaldi’s dipole behavior diminishes the room’s sonic signature and its masking effect upon subtle details in a recording. A dipole delivers more sound towards the listening position and less to other parts of the room compared to a conventional box type loudspeaker. As a result, only one-third of the acoustic sound output is available to excite your room’s resonances, its reflections and reverberation. Therefore, the Vivaldi removes one of the most variable and problematic sources of distortion in home audio, the listening environment. You simply hear more of the recording and less of the room.

The dipole action is achieved for the mid frequency range by mounting the two 8” drivers of the Vivaldi on an open baffle. Thus, they radiate unimpeded front and back. This avoids any cabinet induced sound colorations and the sound is free from boxiness.

The dipole concept is also used for the woofer frequency range. Two 12” drivers in each speaker cabinet radiate front and back into the room. This form of sound propagation reduces the number and strength of standing waves that often cause an uneven low frequency response. The resulting bass reproduction is unusually life like.

At high frequencies, a specially selected 1” dome tweeter provides a wider and more uniform dispersion than can be obtained from a large panel or long ribbon type dipole. This avoids the problem of confusing you to one small listening location commonly referred to as “the sweet spot”.

Listening to the quality of sound reproduction from the Vivaldi is a whole new experience in realism. The soundstage is wide and high. As you close your eyes, you feel transported to the place of the recording. Each musician seems to float in space before your eyes. You feel you can reach out and touch them.

The highest quality materials have been used in the construction of the Vivaldi, with attention paid to every detail. The sleek, wood trimmed cabinets enrich the decor of your room.

The Vivaldi is a loudspeaker for music lovers everywhere. It will paint your room with acoustic energy, rhythm, timbre and air. The outstanding acoustical qualities, its appearance and sensible size allow you to enjoy music totally.

Discover the full power of sonic expressionism for yourself by calling Audio Artistry for the Vivaldi dealer nearest you. And begin painting your world with sound.